
Chairman’s Report 
 

The History Group remains popular within the parish and our membership 
levels are similar to last year’s. We have had a range of interesting talks and 
outings during the year. Once again, we have made use of the expertise of our 
own membership and we have also benefited from some excellent outside 
speakers. 
 
Four newsletters have been produced this year. More newsletter material is 
always welcome. Traffic remains steady on our website, with the newly 
uploaded First World War biographies proving popular and causing increased 
interest. Lyn has completed the transcription of Mercy Picard’s World War 2 
dairy. Thanks go to Lyn and to Mercy’s daughter for allowing us to do this. 
 
We have supported various parish activities, including:- 
 
• The Christmas tree competition 
• The Fete  
• The Methodist Heritage Day; we must commend Dave Watson, for all 

his hard work in organising this. We are pleased to learn that this event 
will be repeated in 2019. 

• The Village Guy competition 
 
Without doubt, most of our efforts this year have been centred on ‘The Battle’s 
Over’ World War 1 commemorations. It was gratifying that so many 
organisations and individuals embraced this event. It was a true community 
occasion, with an estimated 250 people taking part at some point during the 
day. We would like to express our thanks to all those who helped, participated 
or attended. 
 
Thanks to a grant from the Parish Council and to the Village Scene, who 
covered the majority of the printing costs, we were able to donate all the money 
received during the meal and entertainment to the Royal British Legion, raising 
£295, which was added to the £456.69 that was collected during the church 
service. 
 
This also means that we did not need to dip too far into the fund that we had 
been reserving for this event. We now have plans to use some of this money to 
preserve and enhance the history of Buckland Brewer in various ways. This will 
include supporting the William Reed 200th anniversary commemorations next 
June, the reprinting of Dave Watson’s booklet about those who served in the 
Second World War and acquiring copies of documents from record 
repositories, specifically those that are not available online. 
 
As a result of our current financial position, we are able to make the 
subscription rate £5 per person for everyone for 2019. This is effectively a 
reduction in subscription rates for individuals. There will be no separate couple 



rate but two people at the same address will also pay £5 per person, making this 
the same rate as previous years. Meeting fees will remain the same. In order to 
qualify for members’ reduced entrance fees at our meetings, couples will need 
to purchase two individual memberships. 
 
Now that the World War 1 event is behind us, we will be prioritising our 
agricultural history project, which has been in abeyance during the 
preparations for 11 November 2018. 
 
This week, I attended a meeting to discuss the future of North Devon Record 
Office. The office holds records relating to our churches, parish council and 
school, to name, amongst many other fascinating documents relating to 
Buckland Brewer. The rescue funding plan that was put in place three years ago 
is coming to an end and there is a shortfall to be met if the office is to remain 
open. The History Group will be discussing ways in which we may be able to 
help at our next committee meeting but do please use your influence to ensure 
that funding commitments are forthcoming from organisations and individuals 
who make use of this vital resource. 
 
The committee continue to be very active and I would like to thank them for 
their support and for holding the fort on the not infrequent occasions when I 
am absent without leave.  

 
Janet Few November 2018 

 


